Who We Are
Your 1st Choice for Smart Testing Solutions.

Founded in 1997, Professional Quality Assurance Ltd. (PQA) is Canada’s leading independent solutions provider of quality assurance and software testing services through a team of over 100 professionals.

What We Do
Functional Testing Solutions
Test Automation, Frameworks & Harnesses
Performance & Load Testing
Content Verification
Consulting & Management Services

FEATURED ARTICLE
Rapid Software Testing - a Review

Check out our Resources section for all of the latest available downloads.

Build your career with PQA Testing!
We are always looking for qualified passionate testing professionals. If you are interested in joining our team, email us your resume and cover letter.

PQA Testing In Your Area
Testing Your QA Process
On **February 4, 2015 in Vancouver**, yvrTesting will be hosting "**Testing Your QA Process**". Come hear Tynan Rollo from Unbounce discuss his unique and reflective approach to QA, while he takes us through the journey of testing the QA process. In Tynan’s presentation, he will speak about how Agile is changing the QA world, as well as explain the importance of experimenting with new QA approaches to ensure testing always meets the company’s needs. For more information, visit our [website](#).

**Setting up a Quality Eco System from the Ground up – a Case Study**

Join SQDG in Calgary on **February 11, 2015** as Pranaj Dutta of Cenovus Energy will present a case study from his current project where he has faced some unique challenges in establishing uniform QA practices. The initial project was to implement the IBM Maximo Asset Management application and replace the JDE Asset Management module across the organization. Pranjal will share his experiences, and solutions, with resourcing issues, coaching business users and ongoing enhancements, as well as dealing with budgetary constraints in a large organization. For more information, visit our [website](#).

**Mobile World Congress**

PQA Testing will be in Barcelona, Spain, March 2-5, 2015 for **Mobile World Congress**, the largest mobile event in the world. Meet with PQA Testing representatives at our booth in the **Atlantic Canada Delegation Pavilion** and, while you're there, browse the technology exhibition to discover the latest mobile trends, and take advantage of the many conference keynotes and panel discussions occurring throughout this industry-leading event. For more information, visit our [website](#).

**STPCon Spring 2015**

Explore San Diego, California in March and go to **STPCon** to see PQA Testing’s Christin Wiedemann present "**Let’s Start a Test Revolution – A Team-Based Approach to Test Innovation**"! In this presentation, Christin will suggest an approach for test planning that encourages innovation and overcomes barriers to quality. Through a cogent discussion of ideas around brainstorming, collaboration and creativity, she will provide you with new insights that can help you revolutionize the test industry! For more information, visit our [website](#).

**QUEST 2015 & Better Software Conference West**

Mike Trites of PQA Testing will be presenting "**Making Numbers Count - Metrics That Matter**" at **QUEST 2015** in Atlanta, GA April 20-24 and also at Better Software Conference West in Las Vegas, NV, June 7-12. In these sessions, Mike Trites will identify a number of ways that metrics can be used to measure progress during a test cycle and, ultimately, to determine when testing should be considered complete. For more information, visit our [website](#).

**STARCANADA 2015**

Come to Vancouver, BC, June 21-25 to see PQA Testing’s Christin Wiedemann and Richard Lu present "**If You Could Turn Back Time: Teaching New Testers**" at **STARCANADA**! Richard and Christin will share their experiences of starting to work as software testers with no prior experience of testing, and discuss ideas for how senior
Testers can keep junior testers engaged and encouraged to learn and step up in their roles. They will give suggestions that are easy to implement, such as explaining the company culture, encouraging relationship building, emphasizing communication, discussing the objective and value of testing, and will talk about the different meanings of quality. For more information, visit our website.

Testing Around The World

International Conference on Software Quality

Save the Date! ASQ's International Conference on Software Quality, "Real-World Software Quality: Trends and Practices" is coming up March 9-11 in Long Beach, California. This conference will focus on the application of real-world experiences, proven solutions and lessons learned in applying software quality practices in application software and custom logic devices. For more information, visit our website.

TestBash 2015

Explore London, England in March and go to TestBash 2015! Network with testing enthusiasts from around the world at the leading software testing conference within the UK on March 27, 2015. Organized by the Ministry of Testing, their mission is to inspire a generation of testers to learn more about their craft and create professional friendships that create a long lasting support network through this conference. For more information, visit our website.

Mobile Dev + Test Conference 2015

Come to San Diego for the Mobile Dev + Test Conference 2015 April 12-17. This conference addresses mobile development for iOS and Android, as well as mobile testing, performance, design, user experience, smart technology and security. Hear from experts in the field about where the future of smart and mobile software is headed. For more information, visit our website.